
- Thursday, December 14, 2017 – EVGA Wants to Buy Back Your GeForce4 ACS/ACS2 Graphics Card for 1,000
EVGA Bucks!

Did you know that EVGA was the first to introduce the "Blower" Style fan and the first to use a heat pipe on a
graphics card? EVGA is looking for a few of these cards and is willing to pay 1,000 in EVGA Bucks for them!

ACS (Asymmetric Cooling System) History
• February 6th, 2002 – ACS Available for GeForce4 MX 440 Introduced
• March 1st, 2002 – ACS2 Available for GeForce4 4600 Ti Introuced

ACS
Remember the EVGA GeForce4 MX 440? Back then was when EVGA first introduced ACS (the Asymmetric
Cooling System), it was the first serious attempt to improve the way cooling devices for video cards were made and
employed. ACS was designed in a new, efficient manner; with a much larger heat sink with far more surface area to
allow for much better heat dissipation; and the fan was placed off center from the GPU so as to allow it to be better
protected from extreme temperatures and to allow it to create a much more efficient air flow through the entire unit.
In other words, the first "blower" style cooler on a graphics card!

ACS2
EVGA's next effort was ACS2 - a revolutionary design idea that was built to support the Ti 4400 and Ti 4600 line of
graphics cards. ACS2 had to meet a number of new challenges that included both GPUs that were getting hotter
than ever, and memory whose temperatures were steadily increasing. To accomplish this, ACS2 kept the offset fan
that is central to the ACS design philosophy while at the same time enlarging the heat sink to cover not only the
GPU, but the memory as well. Added to that were three copper heat pipes that helped to quickly move heat away
from the card's memory and GPU and into a large copper thermal chamber. This makes the EVGA GeForce4 Ti
4600 the first ever graphics card to use heatpipes!

Contest Rules
It's quite simple, if you have one of these graphics cards today, EVGA wants it and will pay you 1,000 EVGA Bucks
for it! This Miracle is available for a maximum of 3 ACS owners and 3 ACS2 owners. Just be one of the first 3
registered owners of either card to submit your information to participate in this exchange!

Learn more and enter now at https://evga.com/articles/01177/

About EVGA

EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorised partner in channel sales throughout North America and UK. Based on the
philosophy of intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the
need in the market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, a 90 day
Step-Up programme, and other customer focused programmes, EVGA is a clear leader in all categories: etail,
retail, distribution, and system integration. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global coverage includes EVGA
GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information online about EVGA, visit:
http://eu.evga.com.
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